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1. Where the process of digestion of food starts in human beings ?                                         (1) 

a) Stomach 

b) Oesophagus 

c) Mouth 

d) Small Intestine 

ANSWER -  

 

2. The action of bile can be termed as -                                                                                           (1) 

a) Esterification 

b) Hydrogenation 

c) Oxidation 

d) Emulsification 

ANSWER -  

 

3. The oxygenated blood is carried from lungs to left auricle by -                                               (1) 

a) Vena cava 

b) Pulmonary vein 

c) Pulmonary artery 

d) Aorta 

ANSWER -  

 

4. Which of the following metal is associated with haemoglobin ?                                            (1) 

a) Aluminium 

b) Iron 

c) Potassium 

d) Calcium 

ANSWER - 

 



5. The question below consists of statement of an ASSERTION and a REASON. Use the 
following key to choose appropriate  
 

a) If both assertion and reason are CORRECT and reason is the CORRECT explanation of 
assertion. 

b) If both assertion and reason are CORRECT, but reason is NOT THE CORRECT 
explanation of assertion. 

c) If assertion is CORRECT, but reason is INCORRECT. 

d) If assertion is INCORRECT, but reason is CORRECT. 

e) If both assertion and reason is INCORRECT. 

 

QUESTIONS -                                                                                                                                 (1x2) 

I. ASSERTION - Saliva contains pepsin enzymes. 

REASON       - Saliva digests lipids. 

ANSWER -  

 

II. ASSERTION - Arteries are thick walled and elastic in nature. 

REASON       - Arteries have to transport blood away from the heart. 

ANSWER - 

 

6.                        

 
Based on above diagram and your knowledge, answer the following questions - 

I.  Where are chloroplast present in the leaves ?                                                                (1)     

ANSWER -  

II. Name the pigment required for photosynthesis. Also name the enzyme required for 
photosynthesis.                                                                                                                  (1+1) 
ANSWER - 



7.       Give reasons -                                                                                                                      (1x3) 

I. WBCs are called soldiers of human body. 

ANSWER -  

 

II. Separation of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood is needed in higher animals. 

ANSWER - 

 

III. Ventricles have thicker walls than atria. 

ANSWER - 

 

8.Based on  diagram and your knowledge, answer the following questions - 

                                                                          
I. Name the largest digestive gland. Also mention one function of it.                          (1) 

ANSWER- 

 

II. What is the purpose of gall bladder ?                                                                             (1) 

ANSWER - 

 

III. What does pepsin do ?                                                                                                     (1) 

ANSWER - 



9. Answer the following questions -  

I. Draw the flow chart showing various pathways of glucose breakdown.                (3) 
 
ANSWER - 

 

 

 

II. Name any two features of lungs which makes it an ideal respiratory surface.     (2) 

ANSWER - 
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